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TELt!..vISION DEFIfITTION .AND BANDWIDTH 

Introduction 

When viewing demonstrations of television in which the bandwidth and 
number of lines are variable it is freQuently necessary to do rapid mental 
calculations, or even to resort to'slide rule, pencil and paper, as it is 
usually not possible to remember the various relationships sufficiently 
well. This report has therefore boen propared in order to be of 
assistance in this matter. 

Three sets of curves have been prepared, shovvine; respectively: 

(a) T;~0 bandwidth required for a given number of lines for 
equal horizontal and vertical definition. 

(b) T:l';;: horizontal definition expressed as the equivalent 
number of vertical lines, obtainable with a given band
width and a given number of lines • 

. (c) The bandwidth required for a given horizontal definition 
and a given number of lines. 

la QJ.l cases the results are shovm for the normally used 2:1 inter
laced picture at 25 complete pictures per second (50 frames), and a 
sequentially scanned picture of 50 }lctures por second. 

In addition to the figures, there are tvw t ablGS shovving the SiliUG 
informat ion for the more usual numbers of linos, viz. tWo, 525 ~ 567, 
625 and 875, 

In making the calculations from which the curvos ",nd tables are 
derived, allovmnce has. been made for the time occupi8d by the line and 
frame suppress ion periods, that is to say, for the fact that according to 
the 40;; lino standards only 377 lines aro actually employed in the formation 
of the picture, and approximat~ly 857;; of the line period is used to convey 
picture information. Gc;;'.crally speaking, however, the system is rated on 
the nomil1al l1Ulllbel' of lin83 rather tban t:18 ac:tual numb3rin the visible 
picturo, cllld this practice has been followod in the .prosont instance, 
allowance being made onlJT in tho calculation of the bandwidth required. 
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Th.e calculations are made 011 the usual basis that lihen the hori
zontal definition·is equal to the vertical definition the former 
corresponds with a number of picture elements in the horizontal plane 
equal to the number of lines. Ti-i'c; smallest bandliJidth over which such 
a picture can theoretically be transmitted corresponds with a frequency 
of half the total numb,,!' of picture elements per second. 

Such an arrangement could produce a picture in which alternate 
picture elemen:;s in the horizontal plane were black and white, but it 
does not, of 'coursG, produce the maximum possible definition in the 
horizontal plane, which would theoretically increase indofini tely with 
increaso in bandwidth. T;::.;,re is, hov!Gver, little (if' any) advantage 
in increesing th0 bandvridth beyond the point at which the highest video 
componont corresponds with picturo,oloments with a spacinb equal to that 
of the linos, since the additional dofini tion which would be the result 
would be invisible at a distance for which the lines were not obtrusive. 
lIio:rcover, notwithstanding the fact that the highest frequency component 
is a sine wave corresponding with tho spacing of the ~oicture points instead 
of a square wave, the impreSSion of sharpnoss is ontirely adequato owing 
to the logarithmic relationship botwoen the subjectivG response of the 
eye and. th8 brightness of the objoct. 

The basis of bandwidth computation describc,d above is, of course, 
purely arbitrary, and is merely a convenient method of indicating the 
possible resolution. Rc;solution or definition can, however, be consid
erably modified by other factors, such as alteration of spot sjze nith 
amplitude or brightness, and imperfect lino registrat ion in the hori
zontal plane of alterl~te interlaced rasters. It also depends upon 
the way in which the bandwidth is used. For example, the use of the 
complete bandwidth with a sharp cut in c'!hich the fil tor is adequately 
phase equal;ised will result in a better )icture (sharper) than the more 
usual type of slow cut-off. 

It is of importance to note when viewing demonstrations that there 
may be an appreCiable difference between a demonstration in which the 
scanning wa.veform for the picture tube is derived directly from the same 
waveform generator which provides scanning wavoform for the camera and 
its associated circuitry, and one in which the synchronising signals are 
transmitted over some link or othor anct caused to synchronise ci rcuits 
in the receiving equipment. In the first casu synchronisation is auto
matically perfect; in the socond case synchronisation is not necessarily 
perfect, and may be marred by noise and interferonce, with consequent 
degradation of tho definition. Also, in assessing the value of a 
picture, the subjective effect of intorlacing and failure to interlace 
must be taken into account. ' 

RS (H. L. Kirke) 
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TABLE I 

BMJFJIDTH P.EQ,UI?.BD FOR A GIVSN Nill!IBER OF LINES 
FOR EQ,UAL EORIZOl-1TAL .AND VERTIC.EJ. DEFINITION 

of Lines Bandwidth! MC/s 
Interlaced 2:1 Seg,uentia1 

25 pictures per second 50 pictures per 

405 2.8 5.6 

525 4.7 9.4 

567 5.45 10.9 

625 6.7 13.4 

875 13.1 26.2 

TABLE II ----

second. 

HORIZONTAL DEFINITION FOR A G rJ2N Null/TI3ER OF LI:f\J-=';S MID BAlIDdIDTH 

No. of Interlaced 2:1 Sequential 
Lines 25 Eictures Eer second 50 l?ictures Esr -socond 

2.5 3 4 5 2.5 3 4 5 
MC/s Mc/s Mc/s Mc/s Mc!s ~.{c/s ~fcLf!... MCLs 

405 356 428 574 720 180 212 289 356 

525 273 329 440 560 139 163 221 273 

567 266 307 408 520 129 151 207 266 

625 220 268 355 453 '117 137 185 220 

875 164, 196 260 333 84 96 133 164 

RS 
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